
Rand Boats PLAY 24

Price: £99,000 inc VAT

The PLAY 24 concept follows the RAND vision of easy & intuitive leisure activity at sea & adds a great
amount of fun, space, performance & speed on top. The 24ft day-boat seats up to 10 persons & offers an
impressive level of customization & comfort. The bow seating area can transform into an XL sunbed, and
the aft area can transform into a relaxing king size sun lounge.
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Specification

Builder/Designer

Year: 2022

Construction: grp

Engines

No. of Engines: 1

Make: Mercury

Model: 225

Fuel Type: Petrol

Total Power: 225 hp

Dimensions

Beam (ft): 8.4

Length Overall (ft): 24.41

Ballast: 0.0

Location: 

Poole, UK
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Inventory

The PLAY 24 concept follows the RAND vision of easy & intuitive leisure activity at sea & adds a great amount of fun, space,
performance & speed on top. The 24ft day-boat seats up to 10 persons & offers an impressive level of customization & comfort.
The bow seating area can transform into an XL sunbed, and the aft area can transform into a relaxing king size sun lounge.

Manufacturers Note

	THE MOST SPACIOUS CENTER CONSOLE
	GROUNDBREAKING USE OF DECK SPACE
	PERFECT FOR FAMILY WATER ACTIVITIES

The open day cruiser is divided into three zones, each representing different usability scenarios, from the spacious aft sun lounge
expandable through the flip-over pilot backrest, and the three-seat pilot sofa, through to the comfortable bow dining area layout,
all with the aim at bringing maximum joy to its passengers.

The bow lounge area can comfortably seat up to 7 people and transforms into an XL 200 x 200 cm sunbed protected by the high
backrests.

The helm area provides great seating for 3 people while also forming an oversize chaise in connection with the swim platform.
The backrest can transform to create a king size sunbed and also support the captain in a raised steering position for a better
view.

Moving around on the Play is a breeze with its walkways and open space. The protective freeboard opens up to the big swim
platform that makes it easy to jump in for a swim.

The lightweight construction is fundamental for our boats to achieve superior performance and low consumption of fuel or
electricity depending on engine selection. The RAND Play consumes significantly less than traditional boats and will be the
environmentally friendly choice within watersport even if choosing a modern gasoline engine. We use materials developed from
recycled plastics and bio-based hybrids to optimise the environmental impact and create the best possible solution.

The design is uncompromising, in the way that functionality comes first. The beautiful lines and surfaces, the graceful details and
the impressive amounts of space, and the freedom to move around. Whether you will do high-speed sailing in smooth waters, or
ride big waves at the ocean, the RAND Play will manoeuvre with a fun and engaging steering while remaining stable and safe.

The sporty Play 24 steering console lures its owners in with the sharp and simplistic automotive-inspired expression, stainless
steel steering wheel, and plush seating space with up to two accompanying passengers.

Another remarkable feature of Play 24 is the triple aft sun lounge, which can be expanded into full length by shifting the captain
seat backrest forward through the stainless steel hinge functionality. Throw yourself onto the lush upholstery for a relaxing nap or
tanning in the sun to the sound of the waves.

A dedication to easy movability the Play 24 layout offers an overwhelming sense of space compared to competing boats in the
range, and gives the versatility of usability scenarios to its owners, whether dining in the bow with an unhindered view of the sea,
dazing in the rays on the luscious aft sun lounge, or cruising at full speed by the sporty captains steering console.
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Play 24 is the most spacious and functionalistic boat in its class. The pioneering centre console offers different usability scenarios
and is fully customizable to your needs and preferences.

Standard Specification

	4x Retractable Stainless Steel Mooring Cleats
	2x Stainless Steel Mooring Cleats w. Fairleads in Anchor Locker
	Self-Draining Cockpit & Anchor Locker
	Storage for Fenders, Bimini Top, Port Cover etc.
	52 mm Rubber Fender List w. Stainless Steel Joint Cap
	Centre Console w. Windshield
	Faux Teak on Aft Deck, Bathing Platform, Side Deck & Foredeck
	Teak Cockpit Table
	Convertible Aft Sunbed
	Cup Holders by Helm Seat
	LED Navigation & Position Lights
	Swim Ladder
	Helm Seats Convertible into Sun Lounge
	Sports Steering Wheel
	Operational Gauges
	Stereo System w. Bluetooth
	2x 90 Ah battery
	Electric & Manual Bilge Pump
	Watersports Hook
	Bow Tow Eye

Factory Fitted Extras

	White Hull w. Macadamia Upholstery
	Cup Holders in Cockpit Table
	Transom Shower
	Fenders & Mounts
	Cockpit LED Lighting
	Boat Cover
	Bimini Top
	Bow Sunlounge
	Anchor & Rope
	Depth Sensor
	Cooler Drawer
	Bow Thruster
	Electric Windlass & Anchor

Disclaimer:
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor
warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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